Installation Guide for In Motion IM-451X

Desktop Installation method

Place projector between 2-3 meter away from the desired wall or whiteboard.

Use the USB C to A cable for PC connection to the projector

And HDMI to the projector too. The 2 cables must be connected to both equipment at all time during
the operation or demonstration.

Please turn on projector for placement of laser curtain

For the laser curtain issued with the projector, please take measurement of the center position on the
projected blank screen and minimum height of 7-15 cm above the screen

Ensure the USB cable power is kept above the screen so the power source.

Begin by turn on the In-Motions software and stop any anti-virus software from blocking the function.

Turn on both button on the sensor and you should be able to see the guide laser red line on the floor

Follow the video on the adjustment process

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6YoNGVJzBfg&t=8s

Once completed you can download additional application from the website.

Ceiling Installation method

Ensured its a white and flat wall of you were to mount a whiteboard, please ensure your whiteboard
screen surface is flat without border.

You will require additional ceiling bracket and cable long enough to your pc or laptop

Place projector between 2.5-3 meter away from the desired wall or whiteboard.

Use the USB C to A cable for PC connection to the projector

And HDMI to the projector too. The 2 cables must be connected to both equipment at all time during
the operation or demonstration.

Please turn on projector for placement of laser curtain

For the laser curtain issued with the projector, please take measurement of the center position on the
projected blank screen and minimum height of 7-15 cm above the screen

Ensure the USB cable power is kept above the screen so the power source.

Begin by turn on the In-Motions software and stop any anti-virus software from blocking the function.

Turn on both button on the sensor and you should be able to see the guide laser red line on the floor

Follow the video on the adjustment process

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6YoNGVJzBfg&t=8s

Once completed you can download additional application from the website.

Power point annotation tool
Explorer & Windows tools
Multi-board that allow screen recording

Multi screen

FAQ

1. The mouse is not moving as my finger touch the wall?
A: The laser is reflected onto the screen for that area, please re adjust the laser sensor as per the
video provided.

2. Do I have to re-calibrate whenever I connect ?
A: When your Installation is fixed to the ceiling and permanent you do not have to.

3. I use it for outdoor presentation, do you have a portable version.
A: Yes you can always buy an additional sensor kit with battery for outdoor and visiting use.

4. What if it does not work when I am outside?
A: You can manually calibrate it for still perform your presentation or games

